**Postnotes...**

- **Hitler:** Will sponsor a booth to Bear Mountain on Sunday, October 13. The price has been cut from $3 per person to $2.50. Tickets may be purchased at Hitler House, 475 West 110 Street.

- The **Newman Club** will hold an evening mass in keeping with first Friday Devotions at 5:30 p.m. in Our Lady of Loreto Church on 113 Street and Convent Avenue.

- **Microcosm** is sponsoring a Student Camera Contest. First prize is $10, second prize $5. Photographs may be submitted at the Microcosm office, Room 213 Finley until November 15. Second prize will be available in the Microcosm office.

---

**Equipment Tie-up Delays Library Opening**

Construction difficulties have postponed the opening of the new Whorrus Cohen Library a second time. It was originally scheduled to open on the first day of classes, October 15, but will now be available in Great Hall (Shepard). Current and bound periodicals will be available in the Richard B. Bower building.

---

**Play Ball...**

It's World Series time again, and this year as always OP will post inning-by-inning play-by-play starting with the first game tomorrow. Keep your eye on the bulletin board opposite Room 105 Finley.

---

**New SFSCA Election Date; Wed., Oct. 9**

Election of student representatives to the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Activities (SFSCA) has been postponed until next Wednesday, October 9. This is the third time the election has been postponed.

---

**Elementary Russian Course Will be Offered Next Term**

The Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages has announced that Russian 51, the first half of the Elementary Russian Course, will be offered next term. The books of the Technology library will be moved from Townsend Harris Hall to temporary quarters in Great Hall.

---

**Gallagher Views Integration: Condemns Actions of Faubus**

President Buell G. Gallagher last week likened the recent actions of Arkansas Governor Orval E. Faubus to those of the Communist Chinese Supreme Court in condemning three students to death for leading a student riot. A member since 1934 of the American Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Dr. Gallagher said:

- "Both are examples of the deprivation of fundamental rights of people."

In commenting on the Little Rock incidents at a student press conference last Wednesday, Dr. Gallagher said the State of Arkansas had, in effect, denied the Union in departing from its system of legalized slavery. "Hew much more gradual can you be," the president said.

---

**Art Dept. Gets Oil Valued At $30,000**

A sixteenth-century Venetian oil painting, valued at between $20,000 and $30,000, has been presented to the College. The donation was made by Mr. Richard H. Rush in memory of his great-uncle, Townsend H. Rush, one of the founding fathers of the College.

The painting, "The Marriage of the Virgin," was done by the Italian master, Veronese. After the official unveiling, the painting will be on view in the main library of Eisner Hall. The Veronese, a Blake-like landscape, and a bronze of Einstein are among the most valued pieces in the school's collection. College officials said Mr. Rush gave the painting in the hope that it might attract other works of art to the college. No date has yet been set for the unveiling ceremonies.

Veronese's painting has been restored, and according to a spokesman for the art department, it is in an excellent state of preservation. The painting will be suspended from the ceiling. An enclosed construction at Eisner's enclosure with a sliding door. The sliding doorway incorporated the cleaning of the painting.

---

**Candidates**

OP cordially invites its aspirants to Mount Olympus to another candidates meeting in Red Room, last Thursday at 7:30 PM. Hold your head up high and look around you. You too can be the mayor and say "I am a journalist."
Gustave G. Rosenberg, new chairman of the Board of History of the Education (BHE), is a prominent trial lawyer with a long history of keeping busy. He was born in the Brownsville section of Brooklyn on April 23, 1890. At the age of eight he moved to the Lower East Side and has been working ever since.

He held newspaper, pipes, and encyclopedias, and worked in the Navy Yard of the Public Library as a newpaper clipping service, and at thirteen, applied for a job with the H. L. Smith Boiler and Radiator Company. He was told that he was carrying a blanket. The group of ten other boys, he would be hired.

The ambitious youth went back to the Lower East Side, rounded up the neighborhood, and the local ward was formed.

The spectacle of a group like the NAACP being forced to spend a dollar on a newspaper, or a prominent trial lawyer with a long history of keeping busy, is all the more untenable.

The imminent departure of the College's chapter of the Student Political Organizational Association (GPSCA) and the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFSCA) for the NAACP stand.

We can see no course of action for the President other than to hire a competent group of students to keep the GFSCA on the board.

The deplorable condition in which the college finds itself is due to the inactivity of the GPSCA. As a slap in the face can have the effect of restoring a man's sense of identity, so we hope that some good will come of this news in that it will lead the GFSCA to reverse their decision.

The imminent departure of the College's chapter of the Student Political Organizational Association (GPSCA) and the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFSCA) for the NAACP stand.

Fall Cleaning

Like the fingernails of Oklahoma's Poor Jud, student political activity at the College has never been so clean—so black.

The imminent departure of the College's chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and the non-resistant membership list ruling only serves to spotlight the ever-shrinking sphere of student political activity.

Since 1954, the student body has been shut out by an administrative double play involving the Student Faculty Committee and the National Student Political Action Congress (NSPAC) and the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFSCA). For three years this team has been unbeaten, untied and unscorned upon in their adamant defense of the lists. They stood firm in the face of a majority of student political organizations clamoring for the lists' removal.

But the GFSCA, which has apparently chosen to regard the lists' denunciation by student groups as too unimportant to warrant their removal now must surely sit up and take note of the NAACP stand.

The spectacles of a group like the NAACP being forced to leave the campus of a supposedly liberal institution would be shameful and disgraceful in any case. But in the light of today's headlines concerning the concentration conflict the prospect is all the more untenable.

We can think of no sharper rebuke to this unwanted effect. As a slap in the face can have the effect of restoring a man's sense of identity, so we hope that some good will come of this news in that it will lead the GFSCA to reverse their stand on the lists when it convenes this term.

Ever since its inception, the membership list problem has been shuttled about from post to pigeonhole in various committees. It is now in the hands of a group of observers outside the college. They are supposed to deliver their finding to Dr. Gallagher this week.

We can see no course of action for the President other than to recommend to the GFSCA that the lists be removed.

Better than three years late than never.

Congratulations

Yesterday The Campus celebrated its fifteenth anniversary as a publication at the College, and today we find ourselves in a unique position. As a rival newspaper it is strange, indeed, that we are not to confess to the Campus, yet congratulate them we must. But this "Happy Birthday" is meant in a deeper sense than just the mere good wishes for the day.

As a publication of ten years standing, we have experienced the difficulties and frustrations of putting out a hard-hitting newspaper. It is then with a sense of gratitude for our own future, and the future of extra-curricular activities at the College, we note the survival of an organization on this campus for fifty years.
BFCSA...  
(Continued from Page 1)

had been postponed again for much the same reasons it was cancelled the second time.

The deadline for filing applications was Noon yesterday. Nine were submitted to Mr. Zades and checked by him. Six were found acceptable, two are being delayed pending further investigation of the students' qualifications and one applicant was disqualified.

The six students whose applications were accepted are: Ralph Dannheisser, Henry Gassner, Harold Klein, Marvin Adler, Michael Rizzo and Harold Godtfein.

where there's life...there's Budweiser

SHE: Does any other beer?
HE: What?
(SHE: Print the ingredients right on the label)
...the way Budweiser does!
Meet The College’s Fall Coaches

In this, the second in a series profiling the coaches of the College’s Fall sports, meet cross country coach Harry deGirolamo. In coming articles, stories about other Fall coaches will appear.

By NELSON GRUMER

After twenty one years at the College, track Coach Harry deGirolamo directed his interests to a new field—he has become an electrician and carpenter. This summer, he decided to add a room to his West Orange, N. J., home, where he lives with his wife, Lola, and three children. Saw and circuit tester in hand, the coach enlisted the aid of a few professionals and went to work. The room is now finished and he is back for another season.

Coach deGirolamo has been a member of the Physical Education Department since 1936 and has coached track since 1944. Until 1955, he was the coach of the Evening Session team, but when Harold Anderson Bruce retired, Coach deGirolamo became the mentor of the Day Session team while continuing with the ES team.

Family Man

The coach and Mrs. deGirolamo just celebrated their nineteenth wedding anniversary. The oldest of their children, Lola, 16, attends high school. Harry Jr., 14, attends Junior High while ten-year-old James goes to elementary school. Although the coach describes James as a nature lover, all three are interested in sports. Lola was a member of a swim club team during the summer, and Harry Jr. was a member of the Little League All-Star team, and now plays in the Babe Ruth League. James is a “fine swimmer and diver.”

By Nelson Grumer

Harry deGirolamo
New Association

country teams to undefeated seasons last year.

His coaching season extends from September to June, with indoor track sandwiched between cross country in the Fall and outdoor track in the Spring.

He finds it harder to coach the Evening Session squad because most members work during the day, making it difficult for them to practice regularly. Cross country poses fewer coaching problems because of the absence of field events.

"The success of the team last year was due to hard work on the part of all," he explained. "They formed a closely knit group with no individual stars."

Dr. deGirolamo considers this term’s turnout “good.” The first cross country meet will be on October 12, at Van Cortlandt Park against Queens, Brooklyn and Hunter.

Intramurals...

Following is a list of the twelve tournament intramural programs to start on Thursday. Information and entry blanks may be obtained in Room 107, Wingate.

Badminton .... Oct. 17
Basketball ....... Oct. 10
Gymnastics .... Dec. 19
Road Race .... Oct. 31
Soccer .... Oct. 17
Swimming .... Nov.
Table Tennis .... Oct.
Tennis .... Oct.
Track (indoor) .... Dec.
Touch tackle .... Oct.

Girls – Is there a green hat in your future?

PHI TAU ALPHA SORORITY

FALL RUSH

Tues. & Wed. Room 348
Oct. 1 & 2 Finley
3 - 6 P.M.

HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE—
HAVE A Camel

Sure are lots of fads and fancy stuff to smoke these days. Look ‘em over, then settle down with Camel, a real cigarette. The exclusive Camel blend of costly tobaccos has never been equalled for rich flavor and easygoing mildness. Today, more people smoke Camels than any other cigarette.

So good and mild... the finest taste in smoking!